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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

This issue of APSCC’s quarterly newsletter focuses on satellite supply and demand in Asia Pacific. I believe 

this topic to be of immense interest to us all. 

No doubt demand for high speed connectivity is rising. Consumers, businesses, and governments want more 

bandwidth for a variety of purposes. In the consumer space many of the world’s population remain unconnect-

ed or underserved especially in Asia Pacific. In business, internet access is critical not optional. And in military, 

fast, secure internet is vital to safeguard valuable lives and equipment. Specific sectors such as DTH, video 

distribution, telecommunications, inflight connectivity, maritime and O&G also require connectivity. As popula-

tions become more affluent, business increasingly competitive, and security more imperative, we will see high 

speed connectivity rise in demand. 

Satellite continues to be the ideal platform to meet these growing connectivity needs due to ubiquitous cover-

age, rapid rollout, and cost independent of distance. Across the board, various research houses predict the use 

of C-band, Ku-band, and HTS to rise in tandem with growing demand. So the pie is definitely growing.

The question then becomes one of capacity. The number of new satellite launches has also grown and looking 

at the launch schedules indicates this trend will continue. In addition to business, more governments in Asia 

Pacific are launching national satellite programmes. More transponders will be in orbit when there are indica-

tions that the market is saturated with price pressure set to increase. Has the industry overestimated the 

demand, underestimated terrestrial competition, or is there still room for more capacity? Is the pie big enough 

for everyone or will some have to subsist on crumbs?

This issue seeks to provide insight to these questions and more. I trust you will find it useful in forming your 

views on the state of the satellite industry in the years to come.

Paul Brown-Kenyon

President, APSCC



Trends and Forecasts for the Video 
Distribution Market in Asia

Dimitri Buchs, Senior Consultant, Euroconsult

The market for TV distribution services in Asia has been driven by emerging markets, led by South Asia and 

South East Asia; in these markets, new DTH platforms have contributed to growth, but in recent months a 

slowdown in new DTH platforms launches has been observed in these regions. Other factors contributing to 

growth include the growing focus on HDTV and the increase in local channels. In parallel, mature markets have 

observed a very different trend. Oceania has been mostly stable in recent years while the number of channels 

and capacity usage have decreased in Northeast Asia, mainly because of the end of SD/HD simulcasts in 

Japan. HD penetration in Northeast Asia is already high and growth is mainly expected to come from new 

UHD channel rollouts.

Video Services in South Asia
Following three years with largely stable demand, transponder (TPE) usage for TV broadcasting in South Asia 

observed strong growth in 2014, with usage reaching 183 TPEs. The market was driven by both DTH platforms 

and channels distributed outside of platforms. During the three years prior to 2014, one of the key issues 

impacting growth was the limited availability of additional capacity. This clearly had an impact on the broad-

casting market, with several Indian DTH platforms forced to lease capacity from non-Indian satellite operators. 

Growth in regular capacity supply available for TV services in 2014 favored increasing usage in 2014. However, 

given the current dynamism of the Indian DTH market, most platforms are still looking to add capacity but con-

tinue to find themselves constrained by supply and the regulations that make it relatively difficult to lease 

additional capacity from foreign operators. 

The number of TV channels broadcast via satellite in South Asia is expected to reach 4,950 in 2024, up from 

3,010 in 2014. In addition, “regular” transponder demand could reach 310 units by 2024. Growth should mainly 

be supported by competition among the satellite pay-TV platforms as well as by the possible introduction of 

several new platforms to serve the region including potentially in Pakistan and Bangladesh. In the short term, 

growth is expected to depend largely on the availability of additional capacity to distribute new TV channels. 

In the longer term, once capacity is available, growth is expected to result from large HD rollouts and the first 

Ultra HD rollouts. More than 1,200 HD channels could be distributed in the region by 2024, with more than 
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over 4,700 by 2024, including more than 1,750 HD channels. HTS in Ku-band is currently used by several broad-

casters and by two DTH platforms. 

Video Services in Oceania
A total of 93 transponders were used for the broadcast of TV channels in 2014, down from the 2013 total of 95 

transponders. Usage for the broadcast of TV channels outside of satellite TV platforms decreased by two units, 

while demand from satellite pay-TV platforms remained stable. The number of channels broadcast in the 

region reached close to 900 at YE2014. 

In the forecast period, growth is expected to come from the introduction of more HD channels and more digital 

channels to fill terrestrial networks. Growth is nevertheless expected to be limited by the relatively small size 

of the market, its maturity and the growing focus of broadcasters on non-linear services, particularly in 

Australia and New Zealand. 

More than 520 HD channels could be broadcast in the region by 2024, up from the 2014 total of 77. 

Transponder demand should remain largely stable in the next ten years. Overall, the number of TV channels 

broadcast in the region is expected to increase from 871 in 2014 to about 920 in 2024.

1,000 channels added in the next ten years. UHD is expected to remain limited by 2024. Worth underlining is 

the fact that South Asia is and should remain one of the regions with the highest compression rates for the 

broadcast of TV channels. HTS could also be used to broadcast TV channels, but likely not before the early 

2020s.

Video Services in Southeast Asia
Capacity usage for TV distribution in Southeast Asia reached 213 TPEs in 2014, up 11.5% from 2013. In 2014, 

growth was almost entirely driven by the pay-DTH market. The addition of 420 channels in 2014 brought the 

total to 3,150 channels. 

Over the next ten years, transponder demand is expected to be largely driven by satellite TV platforms. New 

platforms could be launched in a few countries, as most countries in Southeast Asia are still at an early stage 

of pay-TV development and as several market players are still in a fragile position. Demand should also be 

driven by the development of HDTV (1,300 net new channels by 2024) and by the digitization of ground net-

works. Existing platforms are also expected to increase their channel lineups to try to gain a competitive 

advantage in what should be a highly aggressive environment. Also worth noting is the fact that some plat-

forms in countries (such as Indonesia) with a high number of active services may consolidate their activities or 

end services, especially once growth in subscribers and revenue slows down. 

“Regular” transponder demand should reach 339 units in 2024. TV channels broadcast by satellite could total 

* other channels in Ka-band over HTS payloads

Source: Euroconsultmonitoring of Lyngsat

FORECASTS FOR TV CHANNELS DISTRIBUTED OVER SATELLITE (2008-2024)

Satellite Communications & Broadcasting Markets Survey Forecasts to 2024
© Euroconsult 2015 –Unauthorized Reproduction is a copyright violation
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Satellite Communications & Broadcasting Markets Survey Forecasts to 2024
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Video Services in Northeast Asia
Transponder demand for broadcasting decreased sharply from 94 units in 2013 to 76 in 2014; this followed sev-

eral years of decrease. Demand from both pay-DTH platforms and channels distributed outside of platforms 

was lower in 2014 vs. 2013. The same trend was observed for TV channels. The regional market was mainly 

impacted by the end of many SD/HD simulcasts, notably for DTH platforms. 

Transponder demand for broadcasting should decrease from 76 units in 2014 to 65 units in 2019 before renew-

ing with growth in the second half of the coming 10-year period. Despite the negative impact of the end of SD/

HD simulcasts for DTH platforms in the short term and the development of OTT, the regional market is expect-

ed to benefit from different factors in the second half of the forecast period. The main driver after 2018 should 

be UHD. Following the rollout of the first channels in 2014 in Japan and South Korea, the region is expected to 

be one of the world pioneers for the development of both 4K and 8K. A total of nearly 100 UHD channels 

should be broadcast in Northeast Asia in 2024. HD, despite the already advanced development stage of the 

format, should continue to drive the market, with more than 130 channels added by 2024. Also worth mention-

ing is the development of digital TV offerings over terrestrial networks; growing offers of digital packages over 

terrestrial networks (cable, IPTV) are likely to require satellite transmissions for content aggregation at head-

ends. This could drive demand. Overall, TV channels are expected to remain largely stable at around 540 until 

2019 before increasing in the early 2020s. 

Dimitri Buchs is a Senior Consultant of Euroconsult, based in Montreal, Canada. He specializes in 

the digital broadcasting sector. Since joining the firm in 2007, Dimitri has worked on over 30 consulting 

missions. His expertise lies in analyzing market dynamics for video distribution and contribution services, 

regularly contributing to consulting projects and due diligence studies for satellite operators, service pro-

viders and equipment manufacturers where video broadcast is an essential part of the assessment. 

Dimitri is also the main contributor to Euroconsult’s research reports dedicated to the broadcasting sector including Prospects for 

Video Content Management and Distribution and DTH Platforms: Key Economics & Prospects.
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Getting the Most Out of High 
Throughput Satellites

Jo De Loor, Market Director, Multiservice, HTS and Enterprise, Newtec

HTS: The Turning Point
High Throughput Satellites (HTS), using spot beam technology, started to emerge in commercial satellite com-

munications over the last decade. The first HTSs were mainly focused on consumer and Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises (SME) broadband services and often tied into a vertical integration model, which saw the sat-

ellite operator also act as the service provider. In South-East Asia, we had Thaicom’s IPSTAR using Ku-band 

and then, in the US, the vertically integrated service providers launched Ka-band HTS, establishing a direct 

sales model for consumers. The real global breakthrough of HTS happened in the last five years, with new 

entrants such as Avanti and Yahsat launching a fleet of Ka-band HTS to start offering high throughput satellite 
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services. This also opened up some HTS space segment for other business models such as MHz capacity sales. 

The traditional satellite operators quickly followed and also started to put HTS capacity in orbit. Today, most 

satellite operators have or are planning HTS satellites. While initial HTS were focused on optimization of the 

cost per bit delivered, we are now also seeing HTS payloads, often in Ku-band, which are optimized for flexi-

bility and reliability for a large variety of satellite services and markets.

Broadband Leads Capacity Demand
According to studies from NSR and Euroconsult, the market demand for global GEO HTS services will reach 1.5 

Tbps by 2024. As far as can be seen, demand is largely present in all regions: North America, as a mature and 

growing market, is leading but is followed by emerging markets in Asia Pacific, Latin America and Africa. The 

majority of the demand is for broadband services, with forecasters predicting that 1.1 Tbps of broadband ser-

vices will be delivered using Ka-band. Meanwhile, “only” 50 Gbps will make use of Ku-band HTS capacity. 

Other applications, alongside broadband, represent about 325 Gbps of service capacity demand, distributed 

over Ku and Ka-band, but also including some C-band HTS.

If we look further into the distribution of services after broadband, we see that the largest market is enterprise 

services – with 115 Gbps demand – followed by cellular backhaul and government and mobility services, using 

76 Gbps to 57 Gbps respectively. The broadcast markets, with 18 Gbps, has lesser demand where it is used for 

regional Direct-to-Home (DTH) delivered over spot beams but HTS also fit well for occasional use services, 

such as Satellite News Gathering (SNG) and IP SNG.

High Value Verticals: 76% Revenue Using 21% Capacity. 
It becomes more interesting still if we also include the forecasted service revenues for each vertical. 

Broadband represents 79% of HTS capacity demand but represents “only” 24% of the service revenues. 

Broadband is a high-volume, low-margin business which explains the lower revenue and margin per Gbps. The 

other applications represent 76% of the HTS revenues but only account for 21% of the service capacity. 

Markets such as mobility and government represent the highest service value per Gbps capacity.

HTS Success Factor = Multiservice Play
From this we can conclude that it will be key for HTS operators to address the demands for these various mar-

kets and verticals. The broadband demand is large and long term, but it will take time to grow the customer 

base gradually. On the other hand, the higher value verticals are a good complement: these markets can yield 

fast Return on Investment (ROI) on HTS capacity as it involves less sites but more bandwidth demand per site. 

Such high-value services have a good return in regards to price and margin, but demand may be subject to 

more fluctuations over time, such as the slowdown in demand for oil & gas services today. Supporting a good 

mix of customers in different verticals will maximize HTS service revenues. It will also limit the business risk, 

both during initial ramp-up and in the long term, as demand from various verticals may change over time.

VSAT 2.0 – What’s Next?
Next-generation VSAT platforms addressing those HTS services will be required to support a wide range of 

verticals and applications, with unprecedented scale.

High-performance spot beams require the most advanced transmission standards. DVB-S2X forward link with 

wideband carrier support is one of the key elements to leverage HTS payload resources. Using high efficiency 

MODulation and CODing schemes (MODCODs) up-to 256APSK, it can leverage the spot beam link perfor-

mance, enabling high service availability. The large high throughput wideband carriers result in optimal statis-

tical multiplexing, enabling delivery of very high throughput services to individual terminals. Also the return 
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Wideband carrier in DVB-S2X delivers an optimized forward link, while the return link with three supported 

technologies can make use of the most optimal technology: MF-TDMA, SCPC and Mx-DMA®, the unique return 

link technology. Together with the new HighResCoding™, Mx-DMA combines the best of MF-TDMA and SCPC, 

enabling services up to 75Mbps to operate far more efficiently. The services can be delivered using a range of 

modems: the MDM2000 high-performance, cost-effective terminal for broadband services, the MDM3000 

modems for high-value services or the MDM5000, which is able to deliver optimized services to the most 

demanding sites by supporting service rates up to 120/40Mbps concurrent.

The Newtec Dialog platform is already being used by major satellite operators and service providers world-

wide: Yahsat for its Al Yah 3 Ka-band HTS, Intelsat for its EPIC, ABS, SES, Star One, Claro, Petrobras, Quantis, 

Talia, United Nations, Network Innovations, Marlink, RuSat, Liquid Telecom and more.

Future Trends
On the space segment we see two key further trends: the emergence of Low-Earth-Orbit satellite (LEO) con-

stellations and more flexible, high-capacity GEO HTS payloads.

LEO constellations will further complement the GEO HTS capacity in orbit. On the ground segment, one of the 

key technologies to enable commercial success of the LEO satellites is the availability of cost-effective, elec-

tronically steerable Flat-Panel-Antenna’s (FPA) to follow the satellite movement and handover between two 

satellites.

For GEO satellites the trend is to introduce new concepts that bring more flexible and software-enabled satel-

lite payloads. Most of today’s HTS have a fixed capacity and footprint allocation. Future HTS will be able to 

allocate the available capacity according to where demand is located geographically at any given time. Along 

the same lines, Newtec is innovating the ground segment so that services can be delivered in an optimal and 

very cost-effective way. 

Currently Jo De Loor holds the position of Market Director for Multiservice, HTS and Enterprise at 

Newtec. Next to developing the HTS and enterprise markets and assisting to large project sales, he 

shares his expertise in broadband and VSAT within the Newtec organization. In his previous role as 

Product Manager, he was responsible for the product definition and market launch of Newtec Dialog®,

Newtec’s scalable, flexible and bandwidth efficient multiservice platform. It gives operators the power to 

offer a variety of services on a single platform while assuring the most optimal modulation and bandwidth allocation. Jo has 

almost 20 years of experience in the industry. He began his career at Newtec in 1996 with different assignments within the 

Newtec organization. In 2005 he became systems architect for Newtec’s DVB-RCS system and further evolved to product manager 

and later Product Line Director of the Sat3Play Broadband Platform. Jo holds a bachelor degree in electronics from HTISA-Gent, 

Belgium.

link performance allows the use of 32APSK transmission schemes, providing unprecedented inbound IP effi-

ciency as high as 4bps/Hz.

Dynamic bandwidth allocation schemes will need to be more efficient and scalable in order to sustain the next 

wave of growth. Modem hardware must be more powerful and future-proof, supporting higher data rates and 

extending upgrade cycles while still meeting the customer required price points. Satellite networks should also 

be more transparent and integrate more seamlessly with terrestrial networks. 

Serving the higher value markets also requires highly reliable services even during rain fade conditions. 

Features such as Automatic Uplink Power Control (AUPC) and Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) are 

essential, but need to be implemented in a sophisticated manner to enable delivery of the service reliability 

and Quality of Service (QoS) required by the customer.

Powerful spot beams will also create new challenges for mobility. Beam switching logic must become multi-

dimensional, allowing network operators to continually manage factors like load balance, regulatory restric-

tions, cost and weather.

The value chain for HTS-based services is evolving to more managed services, driven by the required economy 

of scale to roll-out HTS service infrastructure. There has been much debate over the effectiveness of the so-

called “closed” and “open” business models – meanwhile our industry has been adopting business model 

innovations which enable various players in the satellite services value chain to focus on their own strategy 

and strengths. Satellite operators will more and more deliver a managed service (wholesale) to the service 

provider which will be operating as a Virtual Network Operator (VNO). Using the elaborate VNO capabilities of 

the platform, service providers will be able to deliver tailored services according to the end-customer require-

ments, and still have all tools available to roll-out such services and manage their Mbps capacity and termi-

nals.

In the near future, VSAT platforms will also need to extend their reach into space, integrating directly with sat-

ellite payloads to optimize service delivery.

Newtec Dialog HTS Solution
The Newtec Dialog® solution is a scalable and flexible multiservice satellite communications platform that 

allows satellite operators and service providers to build and adapt their networks easily and in a flexible 

manor in-line with market requirements. The Newtec Dialog platform will secure the future of operators, giv-

ing them the ability to offer a variety of different VSAT-based services while making hassle-free decisions on 

the most appropriate technology to be used. 

The platform is optimized for the delivery of broadband services and managed services for specialized verticals 

such as enterprise, cellular backhaul, mobility, government and broadcast. It is perfectly suited for offering a 

range of managed services. These can either be offered directly as managed service profiles for end-users, 

offered as a service for a group of end-users (e.g. government network), or as wholesale capacity via other ser-

vice providers. Those service providers will be able to define and sell their own services to end-users without 

the need for additional CAPEX investment in hub infrastructure based on the elaborate VNO functionality 

included in Newtec Dialog. 
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Interview with 
Yuri Prokhorov, 
Director General, 
Russian Satellite 
Communications
Company

2015 was a busy year for RSCC with several new satellites 
orbited. What new markets (by geography and vertical) has 
RSCC tapped into with these new assets?

Our orbital slots and unique expertise gained by the company during 48 years of operation at the fore-

front of satellite industry allow RSCC to utilize all current and new assets in the most effective way. In 2015 the 

launch of new satellites helped RSCC to expand its service portfolio and to extend the geographical reach of 

RSCC services to new regional markets, which have great potential. These new markets are: Sub-Saharan Africa, 

South Asia and Latin America. Dedicated regional footprints and a well developed marketing strategy made it 

possible to start loading new satellites with customers shortly after the launch, despite the fact that RSCC was a 

new player on these markets. Moreover, we continue moving down the vertical chain in providing services for the 

following sectors: broadband, corporate, COTM and broadcasting. In 2015 RSCC successfully launched a proprie-

tary Ka-band consumer broadband network in the East of Russia, expanded maritime service offerings (from the 

Atlantic to Pacific Ocean), and extended the reach of media distribution platforms for broadcasters. 

Could you tell us more about RSCC activities in Asia-Pacific?

The majority of RSCC activities in Asia-Pacific region are concentrated in the Russian Far East, 

which is geographically a part of East Asia. Satellite communications play a pivotal role in this area, as there 

are a lot of  distant and remote communities spread across a huge land-mass territory. RSCC provides connec-

tivity to this region from 96.5E, 103E and 140E orbital slots via Express-AM33, Express-AM3 and Express-AM5 

satellites correspondingly. These are our most heavily loaded satellites with highest fill rates. However, there 
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How much of RSCC’s satellite ser-
vices are dedicated to Russia? 
What are the main drivers of 
growth in RSCC’s domestic market? 

RSCC is selling around 65% of its satellite capacity to 

domestic consumers. The main drivers of growth are lin-

ear communications channels for mobile and terrestrial telecom-

munication operators, some government applications, satellite 

broadband solutions in Ka-band are gradually gathering pace, and 

certainly television and radio broadcasting. In 2015 the total capacity that RSCC made available to the Russian 

mobile operators increased by 5 times. RSCC successfully completed the Federal Action Program “The devel-

opment of television and radio broadcasting in the Russian Federation for 2009-2018” under which publicly 

accessible television and radio programmes shall be delivered in 5 broadcasting areas of our country. That cov-

ers 98% of Russia’s population. We continued to develop two other segments of TV and radio broadcasting in 

Russia, i.e. direct broadcasting and distribution to cable networks using RSCC’s technological platform. The 

number of TV-channels delivered via RSCC’s technological platform for broadcasters doubled in the last year.

Are there new international markets RSCC is looking to reach 
or expand in? 

Right now RSCC already has a unique service offering as a regional operator. We can provide servic-

es almost on all continents worldwide: Russia, Europe, Africa, Middle East, South Asia, Asia-Pacific, North and 

South Americas. Taking into account the great potential of Asian market and a number of ongoing communica-

tions projects, RSCC plans to expand and improve coverage of South East Asia and Pacific waters for seamless 

connectivity on the way from Asia to Europe.

What are your top goals for RSCC in 2016?

We are going to increase the amount of the delivered services focusing on value-added services and 

expanding our presence in foreign markets. In 2016 we intend to start some new projects aimed at manufac-

turing such satellites as “Express-103”, “Express-80”, “Express-AMU3”, and “Express-AMU7”. 

are still a lot of opportunities for satellite in this region. Despite the fact that fiber is approaching more and 

more communities, RSCC looks very positive about the future of this market. In 2015 we finally started com-

mercial service of our proprietary Ka-band HTS system for consumer broadband customers from 140E. First 

year of successful operation showed that the demand for connectivity from local users is 7-10 times more than 

in the European part of Russia. Many users got Internet connectivity in their settlements for the 1-st time, and 

it was the broadband connection. 

Besides developing satellite applications on land, we also bring satellite communications into the sea. RSCC 

proprietary Maritime VSAT network covers all Russian waters and the majority of the Northern Pacific, provid-

ing seamless connectivity for cargo, shipping and scientific research vessels.

RSCC development strategy also includes expansion to new geographical areas, so in near future we plan to 

improve the coverage of South-East Asia (in addition to the spot beams we currently have there) and to extend 

our maritime service to the southern part of Pacific ocean.

The ruble has weakened in value compared to other interna-
tional currencies in recent years. How has this impacted 
RSCC? What have you done to overcome this challenge? 

Putting new satellites into the operation in 2015 coincided with the significant fluctuations in the 

rates of the national currency. In this situation RSCC decided to keep its rouble-denominated tariffs in order to 

support our customers’ business. The decision brought us a number of clients that transferred their traffic from 

the other operators’ satellites to work from the RSCC fleet. As a result of this policy, RSCC revenue increased 

by 21% up to 9.2 bn roubles.

In order to diversify the company business, we keep on increasing the spectrum of our services in the interna-

tional markets. As of today, RSCC is operating in all major regional markets, and 35% of our revenue comes 

from the foreign customers.

However, following the results of 2015, the amount of net profit will be lower than expected. Like in 2014, this 

figure is greatly influenced by the exchange differences arising from the revaluation of assets and liabilities 

which are denominated in foreign currency.

Yuri Prokhorov joined RSCC in 2008 as the 1st Deputy Director General. In 2009 he was appointed to Acting Director General 

and in 2010 became RSCC Director General. He is honored Space Test Engineer; member of the Government Commission on the 

development of broadcasting; member of the Government Communications Commission and the State Commission for conducting 

flight tests of space systems for social, economic, scientific, and commercial applications; author of a number of articles on strate-

gic development of satellite communications in Russia. In 2015 he became a winner of Russian Federation Government Prize in sci-

ence and technology, as well as was Awarded a Diploma for winning an International Competition for Excellence in business in The 

Best Top-Manager-2015 nomination for his contribution to implementing an innovative project ‘A system for providing satellite 

communications services along the Northern Sea Route’. Yuri Prokhorov graduated from the Moscow Institute of Radio 

Engineering, Electronics and Automation (MIREA), Department of radio-technical systems, specializing in engineering, design, and

manufacturing processes of radio-electronic equipment. He has more than 30 years of experience in development of different satel-

lite telecommunication systems.
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Satellite Capacity Supply & 
Demand in Asia-Pacific:
Is Winter Coming, 
or Are We in for a Thaw?

Blaine Curacio, Senior Analyst, NSR

Over the past 12-18 months, there has been no shortage of bearish news in the press regarding Asia-Pacific as 

it relates to satellite telecom. From hearing about oversupply, to an overabundant number of regional competi-

tors, to overly complex governmental policies, Asia-Pacific has in many ways been unfairly targeted as being a 

particularly poor market for satellite telecom over the past few years and moving forward. Granted, the prob-

lems noted above do exist in APAC, but these are challenges facing the industry everywhere, and in fact, NSR 

expects significant demand from APAC coming from a number of verticals to help soak up much of the region’s 

supply, and the picture moving forward will be far more complex than the largely negative stories we have 

heard up to this point.

Traditional FSS Market Analysis 
Globally, NSR has for some time been talking about a migration of data services from FSS to HTS, as the 

increased bandwidth efficiencies and generally lower potential capacity cost give HTS a distinct edge in appli-

cations requiring large amounts of throughput. This will be more pronounced in developed markets, due to 

increased sophistication of HTS systems and an increased level of technical savvy by end customers, on aver-

age, and as such, there is believed to be some room to run in Asia-Pacific for Traditional FSS C-band and 

Ku-band capacity. While pricing is set to come down across most applications, demand is expected to increase 

significantly in response to lower pricing, specifically in verticals such as Backhaul and Aero connectivity. 

On the Traditional FSS side, C-band demand in Asia is expected to have peaked around 2014/2015, however 

moving forward this will remain a significant market, with over 700 TPEs of C-band capacity leased in Asia by 

2024, down from just under 850 as of 2015. However, this C-band degradation will not be spread equally, and 

indeed roughly half of the lost C-band demand will come from the Enterprise Data vertical, reflecting not nec-

essarily market contraction, but rather the migration of capacity onto HTS payloads. Some markets within 

Asia, specifically Southeast Asia and South Asia, are expected to be stronger as it relates to C-band, due to 

legacy use and perceptions around rain fade issues in these regions. Beyond that, some applications, notably 

Commercial Mobility, will actually see an increase in demand for C-band capacity due to higher data rates per 

ship and increased demand from verticals such as Maritime. Beyond this, verticals such as the video markets 

FOCUS ASIA

will prove to be resilient, with significant growth coming from South and Southeast Asian DTH platforms, as 

well as some growth coming from applications such as early broadcast of 4K content in East Asia. Long-term, 

the Asia-Pac video markets have significant room to run, with subscriber adds in a number of countries remain-

ing very strong. This will continue to be the bread and butter of traditional FSS, with channel carriage expected 

to increase and more HD content pushing up demand further.

Ultimately, the traditional FSS fill rate in Asia is expected to remain respectably high throughout the duration 

of the forecast period, with the chart at right showing that FSS fill rate is expected to fluctuate between the 

67% and 71% range in Asia to 2024, with this indicating a healthy fill rate for the most part. This is partially a 

function of relatively little FSS supply expected to be added post-2018, however it also comes about due to 

fairly robust demand growth on the Ku-band side of the market.

Asia Total TPE & Bandwidth Demand

Source: NSR
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Overall, the traditional FSS picture within Asia Pacific will, much like the rest of the world, see a continued 

migration of data applications over to HTS, which will cause FSS satellites in Asia Pacific to become more reli-

ant on Video/DTH. This is reflected in the fact that, of Traditional FSS demand, the percentage devoted to 

Video applications will rise from just over 50% in 2014 to nearly 62% by 2024, with this expected to continue 

moving forward beyond the forecast period as more non-video applications see a migration towards HTS.

HTS Market Analysis
Asia has been something of a head scratcher as it relates to HTS historically. Despite being a region of over 4 

billion people, and despite the obvious benefits that could be brought from increased degrees of Internet pene-

tration in the region, there remain relatively few HTS payloads in Asia-Pacific. The region’s first HTS payload, 

Thaicom’s Thaicom-4/IPSTAR satellite, is nearing the end of its life (~2020), and has for all intents and purpos-

es proven the HTS business model in Asia-Pac, with Thaicom reporting over $100M per year from top-line 

IPSTAR revenues (including services). 

In so doing, the company has sold HTS capacity for a variety of applications, from 3G cellular backhaul in 

Japan to interim NBN coverage in Australia to a small number of video channels being broadcast on a spot 

beam covering Cambodia, the clear trend has been towards bulk sales for data-type applications. Thaicom has 

sold its IPSTAR capacity through a number of telcos, and indeed, when trying to sell capacity of the order of 

magnitude of gigabits per second, these are some of the most obvious customers to target. Moving forward, 

the HTS picture in Asia Pacific is expected to evolve rapidly from where it stands today, with a diversification 

of offerings coming online and with new pockets of demand expected to surface.

Indeed, IPSTAR has up to this point operated in what has effectively been a 4-billion-person vacuum, with no 

other satellites of even close to its throughput offering services in the region. Beyond this, up until recently, 

the only HTS capacity in Asia Pacific was in Ku-band (IPSTAR). While more HTS Ku-band capacity is on the 

way (SES-12, assumed IPSTAR-2), the entry of new HTS offerings in both C-band (Intelsat EpicNG) and Ka-band 

(Inmarsat Global Xpress, Kacific, NBN Co.) expects a diversification of product offerings and subsequent 

demand. As the chart above shows, by 2024, HTS demand in Asia will largely come in the form of Ka-band 

capacity.

Asia GEO-HTS Bandwidth Demand by Frequency Band

Source: NSR
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At an application level, like most regions with dedicated broadband HTS payloads, Asia will see consumer 

broadband make up the largest component of raw bandwidth demand, with the two NBN Co. satellites in 

Australia representing a combined throughput of ~160 Gbps of capacity. Beyond this, however, significant mar-

kets are emerging, and will continue to emerge, for Enterprise Data and Commercial Mobility.

Enterprise Data has seen perhaps the most significant benefits of cost reductions being brought on by HTS. As 

demand for 3G/4G services continues to rise, particularly in the developing world (with the developed world 

already talking about 5G), we have seen an increased ability of satellite operators to offer cost-effective solu-

tions to telcos trying to upgrade their services. There does remain much demand for 2G coverage due to voice 

and text remaining the “moneymaker” in most developing markets, however from not only a data consumption 

per site perspective, but also a demand growth perspective, 3G/4G, particularly via HTS, offer significant 

opportunities for operators. Given the size and population of Asia, this is a key vertical for the region. We have 

seen a number of contracts over the past year or so indicating that there is indeed robust demand for general 

Enterprise Data services via HTS in Asia, with this including backhaul, VSAT networking, and the like. 

Another significant application for HTS in Asia Pacific moving forward will be Commercial Mobility. The in-

flight connectivity market has seen explosive growth over the past several years, and yet in many ways the 

industry remains in its nascent stages in Asia. Several satellite operators, including SES and Inmarsat, have 

announced plans to expand their mobility offerings throughout Asia Pacific, and with robust increases in gen-

eral air travel (i.e. total addressable market) expected to continue into the long-term, there is clearly a very 

high ceiling for aeronautical services in the region. Beyond this, NSR has noted that Aeronautical as an appli-

cation has one of the most highly elastic demand curves of any application, with lower pricing believed to 

increase demand significantly due to a genuine lack of capacity and a significant amount of underlying demand 

having been present until fairly recently. As such, the advent of HTS is expected to open significant new mar-

kets for aero in Asia Pacific, something that we have already seen to some extent through the increase in air-

lines including in-flight connectivity as part of their service offering. In a relatively short period of time, we 

have seen in-flight connectivity go from being a novel, expensive, and relatively new phenomenon to some-

thing that is becoming expected, and in some cases, free.

Other HTS developments in APAC have included the MEO-HTS operator O3b, which up to this point has found 

considerable success selling large amounts of bandwidth to telcos in relatively niche markets. While O3b’s 

business model thus far has effectively been a conglomeration of niches, the company has seen continued 

positive momentum moving forward, and received a strong vote of confidence from SES earlier this year when 

the latter exercised its option to acquire a controlling stake in the former.

But What About Revenues?
With pricing pressures being felt to varying degrees throughout the Asia Pacific region, the million-dollar ques-

tion clearly comes down to; will elasticity of demand exceed the pricing pressures brought on by HTS, and will 

we subsequently “grow the pie”, or will winter set in, and will we be stuck in a situation where we see an 

ever-shrinking market being fought over by a (presumably) shrinking number of operators?

Up to this point, the pie has continued to grow, elasticity of demand among different applications has helped 

to unlock new markets. Moving forward, the picture is expected to be similar, with pricing coming down and 

demand increasing across different new and emerging applications to more than compensate for the price 

drop. Indeed, NSR expects Asia Pacific revenues to increase from just over $3 billion in 2014 to nearly $5 bil-

lion by 2024, with much of this growth coming from GEO-HTS and Non GEO-HTS. However, should pricing 

pressures be unexpectedly significant, or should excess capacity remain an issue, it is expected that FSS reve-

nue growth would level off before the end of the forecast period, with HTS needing to pick up the slack and 

propel revenue growth moving forward. This obviously implies that in the future, it will not be easy to be a 

“traditional FSS-only” operator, and as we have seen up to this point, almost all operators of note in Asia-Pac 

(and worldwide) have made plans to launch HTS capacity of some kind or another.

Asia GEO-HTS Ku-band & Ka-band Bandwidth Demand by Application

Source: NSR
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Bottom Line
The market for satellite telecom services in Asia Pacific is evolving relatively rapidly, with new business mod-

els and new technology allowing for growth in demand from unconventional places. Moving forward, the con-

tinued evolution of fleet management strategies, go-to-market models, pricing structures, and industry consoli-

dation will all be factors playing into the idea that satellite operators are seeing their position in the value 

chain change markedly. With the increased advent of HTS, we have seen capacity become commoditized, and 

subsequently operators have had to look to strategies such as vertical integration to maintain margin.

Specifically, in Asia-Pacific, we expect to see a continued evolution of the HTS scene impact the market, with 

more HTS being launched putting stronger pressure on pricing, and increasing the impetus with which satellite 

operators adjust their business models accordingly. Several applications will see explosive demand growth, 

with the best positioned operators being not necessarily the ones with the most capacity, but those in the best 

position to offer the most appropriate services for their target end customers. In this day and age, this trans-

lates to efforts by operators to offer more managed services, vertically integrating to offer turnkey solutions 

and ultimately, changing the business model of the satellite operator as we know it. 

Blaine Curcio joined NSR in 2012, following a position as a project manager in Shenzhen, China, 

and is the lead author for NSR’s annual Global Direct-to-Home (DTH) Markets report, their Satellite 

Operator Financial Analysis report, as well as a contributing author of the Global Satellite Capacity 

Supply and Demand (GSCSD) report. As a member of NSR’s FSS group, Curcio’s areas of coverage also 

include general FSS market tendencies, development of HTS, and a focus on emerging markets, in partic-

ular East Asia. His prior industry experience includes a role at SES (Den Haag Office) as a strategic marketing intern during sum-

mer 2010, where he helped develop a strategy to increase their share-of-wallet with key Europe-based customers. His consulting 

experience also includes having conducted a market-entry strategy project for SGS International aiding their entry into Mainland

China.
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Going Beyond the Physical Layer to 
Extend VSAT Network Efficiency

Sid Nasnodkar, Principal Product Manager, Hughes Network Systems 

One of the key metrics of measuring efficiency in a satellite network would be the number of bits of data that 

can be packed into a hertz of satellite bandwidth. Over time, technology advancements have allowed various 

VSAT vendors to improve spectral efficiency of their ground systems by packing more and more bits per hertz. 

In addition to superior spectral efficiency, new advanced mechanisms implemented within the seven layers of 

the OSI model can minimize the number of bits actually transmitted over satellite bandwidth. A lower number 

of transmitted bits and higher bits per hertz lowers the required satellite capacity.

As illustrated in Figure 1, each of the seven layers of the entire OSI model for networking offers the potential 

to implement efficiency gains beyond just the spectral efficiency techniques applied at the physical layer. For 

example, various new compression schemes reduce the amount of data that is transmitted across the space 

segment. Redundant data streams always exist and can be intelligently removed before transmission over sat-

ellites. If a stream of data has been transmitted in the past, a much smaller representative set of data is sent 

along with a lookup location of past packet streams. Leveraging these techniques results in a reduction factor 

from a given number of “router bits” (those packets delivered to router) to the least “satellite bits” (those 

transmitted through satellite).

Physical Layer Optimization
Networks are typically configured with multiple “gateways,” with each gateway transmitting to remote termi-

nals over the entire bandwidth allocated to forward channels, or outroutes, and remote terminals transmitting 

back to the gateway over return channels, or inroutes, which can be assigned by the gateway. 

At the physical layer, next-generation VSAT systems are utilizing the DVB-S2X wideband forward channel stan-

dard with Adaptive Coding Modulation (ACM). DVB-S2X is an extension of the DVB-S2 satellite digital broad-

casting standard, with smaller roll-off factors, higher modulation schemes, and improved filtering. With the 

introduction of highly granular MODCODs - a combination of modulation and coding - next-generation VSAT 

systems are able to achieve performance very close to the theoretical Shannon curve. The forward channel in 

SATELLITE TRENDS

this schema supports modulation schemes up to 64APSK and can operate with a five percent roll-off, enabling 

very high efficiency.

Another key feature of the forward channel is its ability to support wideband channels of more than 200 Msps. 

As compared to a legacy VSAT system using DVB-S2 with 20 percent roll-off, a next-generation system with 

DVB-S2X forward channel of a single 200+ Msps carrier on a 250 MHz channel with five percent roll off will 

provide more than 10 percent additional efficiency. The 10 percent efficiency gain comes from a combination 

of lower output backoff, lower channel spacing, and lower channel overhead of one channel versus five. Figure 

2 illustrates the DVB-S2 solution using multiple carriers versus Hughes DVB-S2X with one carrier.

Roll-off = 20% Roll-off = 5%

250 MHz 250 MHz per carrier

50 MHz per carrier

41.6 Msps per carrier 200+Msps in single carrier
-3 dB -3 dB

Figure 2 - DVB-S2 Multiple Carriers vs Hughes DVB-S2X Single Carrier

Figure 1 - Hughes JUPITER System Features over OSI Seven Layer Network Model
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oretical calculation of bits per hertz. Bandwidth efficiency can be expressed as the percentage of available 

bandwidth used for user IP traffic. Bandwidth efficiency is diminished if bandwidth is allocated and unused 

due to control and signaling overhead.

Variable burst length architecture and the use of a contention channel (Aloha), via which a satellite terminal 

requests bandwidth and becomes active in the network, can achieve up to 85-90 percent bandwidth packing 

efficiency on the return channel. The use of Aloha allows next-generation systems to operate without dedicat-

ed bandwidth for idle terminals, providing significant bandwidth savings. The system uses real-time bandwidth 

allocation algorithms to determine how much bandwidth to allocate to the terminals for return channel burst 

transmissions. A variable burst length architecture allows bandwidth allocation to be tailored to the exact size 

required by a terminal to send user traffic.

The return channel allocation granularity is one TDMA time slot, and the minimum allowed burst size consists 

of five such time slots. This type of allocation with smaller granularity provides statistically a better packing 

efficiency for user data. TDMA access achieves much higher packing efficiencies as packet sizes become 

smaller. It has been observed that Internet access and VoIP support are two key applications driving the growth 

of satellite networks around the world. In the case of Internet access, most of the return channel traffic con-

sists of small packets containing “gets”. Further, in case of VoIP, packets are even smaller as compared to typi-

cal internet access packets. Hence, the TDMA access scheme is ideally suited and provides higher efficiencies 

for these applications. 

Network and Transport Layer Spoofing and Compression
Incorporating various bandwidth optimization techniques at the network layer, both in the forward and return 

directions, delivers more user data over a given available satellite link capacity by. 

VSAT terminals are another source of efficiency. They can be embedded with applications that improve user 

experiences through acceleration and compression techniques. These techniques compensate for the 

effects of satellite latency (delay) and improve transmission efficiency, providing users with terrestrial 

equivalent - or better - performance on their IP applications. Furthermore, in most cases these applications 

do not require reconfiguration of connected devices, which means users can enjoy high performance right 

out of the box.

Hughes Network Systems has implemented a standard feature in its JUPITER System called TCP 

Performance Enhancement Proxy (TPEP) as shown in Figure 4. The JUPITER PEP establishes a PEP Backbone 

Protocol (PBP) between the gateway and remote to accelerate and compress TCP traffic. TPEP is implement-

ed at either side of the link and comprises several separate features that are designed to improve the per-

formance and response time of various widely used protocols while minimizing the required bandwidth. 

They include:

TCP Acceleration: TPEP transparently converts TCP into a satellite-friendly backbone upon entering the 

satellite network and restores it to TCP prior to leaving the network. The following are some techniques 

used by TPEP to accelerate TCP:

- Bidirectional TCP spoofing: Spoofing the TCP handshaking eliminates the effect of latency on bulk 

transfer throughput due to the TCPs slow start and window sizing mechanisms. TCP data segments are 

A significant benefit of a wideband forward channel is its ability to deliver better statistical multiplexing, 

depending on the distribution of required service plans. Statistical multiplexing improves channel utilization as 

the data rate of the channel increases. 

The return channels of next-generation VSAT systems with statistical multiplexing are often based on the well-

established IPoS standard. The inroute transmission scheme will typically use Multiple Frequency (MF)/Time 

Division Multiple Access (TDMA) with Adaptive Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) coding, which is widely rec-

ognized as one of the most efficient coding technologies for use over satellite, and Closed- Loop Power Control 

(CLPC). The use of LDPC coding technology on the return channel enables the application of coding rates as 

high as 9/10, thereby enabling a superior spectral efficiency.

“Adaptive coding” on the return channel further enhances spectral efficiency. Similar to ACM on the forward 

channel, adaptive coding on the return channel enables a remote terminal to dynamically adjust its transmis-

sions to handle fade conditions. Adaptive coding, also known as “Code Rate Change on the Fly,” is where the 

return channel demodulator is able to demodulate all bursts on the same channel, no matter what coding rate 

is used. 

Hughes Network Systems uses this feature to enable its JUPITER Gateway to demodulate, decode and process 

bursts of varying coding rates within the same TDMA frame. The remote terminal, using feedback from the 

hub, selects the most efficient coding rate that enables the transmission to be received by the demodulator 

without error. As illustrated in Figure 3, in Hughes Adaptive Coding implementation, all inroutes and all coding 

rates are available to all remote terminals. Using Adaptive Coding gives a satellite operator at least 20 percent 

increased throughput over the satellite because the return channel coding rate does not have to be configured 

with extra rain fade margin.

Data Link Layer Optimization 
While physical layer optimization increases spectrum efficiency, there are a number of optimization techniques 

that can maximize the use of available bandwidth for user IP traffic. Bandwidth efficiency is more than the the-

Figure 3 - Hughes Adaptive Coding  
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locally acknowledged by the Gateway when received. Because this occurs at local LAN speeds (without 

any satellite delay involved), the sending IP host can very quickly grow its TCP window to its maximum 

value. PEP also handles local retransmission of lost packets, providing much faster recovery from such 

losses.

- Acknowledgment Reduction: TCP acknowledgments are cumulative in nature; hence, significant band-

width savings can be achieved by not transmitting individual acknowledgements. PBP sends PEP acknowl-

edgements every N millisecond, where N is a definable parameter. With this feature, the acknowledgment 

bandwidth required for a 2.5 Mbps outbound file transfer is reduced from approximately 100 kbps to 

around 8 kbps. 

DNS Caching and Preload: DNS caching and preload is incorporated into every terminal to eliminate sat-

ellite latency introduced by DNS lookup queries. The DNS cache can be preloaded by the gateway and is 

also populated via local DNS lookups initiated from the local LAN. When WAS is used, the DNS cache is 

also loaded with the DNS responses associated with preloaded objects.

Payload Compression: Advanced data compression algorithms incorporated into the PEP functionality sig-

nificantly increase compression ratios resulting in improved throughput across the system.

IP Header Compression: The Robust Header Compression (ROHC) technique provides high performance 

compression. The ROHC IP header compression saves in-route bandwidth by compressing headers of com-

mon protocols, such as IP, UDP, TCP, RTP, and the Hughes proprietary PEP backbone protocol. 

Application Layer Pre-fetch and Acceleration 
Integral HTTP webpage acceleration improves page-load response time performance for both static page con-

tent and dynamic (i.e., JavaScript) content. Web acceleration pre-fetches and caches webpage objects within 

the remote terminal memory, and delivers those objects to the user web browser when the browser requests 

for them. 

The architecture of web acceleration is to place two HTTP proxies, the Web Acceleration Client (WAC) in the 

VSAT and the Web Acceleration Server (WAS) in the gateway, in the path between the web browser and the 

web server located on either side of the space link. 

Whenever a webpage is requested by client PC, the normal process would involve waiting for the browser to 

parse the initial HTML page, followed by sending a DNS request for each object such as an image or flash file, 

found in the parsed page. The gateway will then request each of these objects from web servers where they 

are located and in turn send them back to client terminal. 

In advanced web acceleration implementations, the WAS pre-fetches the objects even before they are 

requested and forwards them to the WAC in the terminal, where they are stored in a buffer. These objects are 

then forwarded to the client browser whenever requested. This ensures local delivery of the requested objects 

rather than requiring an end-to-end request and response. Web acceleration therefore assures the freshest 

content from the web server, while delivering lightning-fast performance. Figure 5 shows an illustration of 

Hughes Web Acceleration feature.

Figure 5 - Hughes Web Acceleration
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Still more powerful two-stage compression features available in some next-generation VSAT systems achieve 

significant compression of HTTP traffic. To achieve the high compression savings, they incorporate a long-

range and short-range compression scheme with dynamic real-time selection of the optimal algorithm. 

Compression functionality of the two-stage compression is implemented on the WAS at the gateway station, 

and the decompression functionality is implemented by the WAC on the VSAT.

In conclusion, the overall efficiency of a VSAT network extends beyond the spectral efficiency at the physical 

layer. A new class of efficiency techniques across all communication layers have the potential to yield excep-

tional overall network efficiency. This, together with various intelligent compression techniques, including 

header compression, creates significant bandwidth savings, enabling operators to achieve superior throughput 

performance.

Sid Nasnodkar is a Principal Product Manager in the International Division of Hughes Network 

Systems, LLC (HUGHES), a wholly owned subsidiary of EchoStar Corporation, where he is responsible 

for product management and marketing. His previous experience spans in areas including product mar-

keting, operations, business development and engineering. Sid holds an M.B.A. from Columbia Business 

School, an M.S. in computer science from the University of Southern California, and a B.E. in computer 

engineering from Goa University.
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ground system hardware. By limiting the number of mission config-

urations and using pre-qualified radios, most costs associated with 

pre-mission configuration are eliminated.

SSC Infinity also comes with a web-based customer interface for 

pass scheduling assisted when needed by technical operations 

personnel available 24/7 to augment mission operations during 

critical maneuvers. Dynamic operational concept and its high level 

of automation allows for rapid rescheduling within the whole 

ground network. This enables a high resistance to failures due to 

single-station outages, and provides high performance on a net-

work level if required by the customer application.

SSC Infinity includes streamlined service level agreements that come with standard terms and conditions and 

numerous pricing plans based on priority, antenna size, availability and bandwidth usage. Adjustable service 

and priority levels minimize the cost of services. 

SSC Satellite Station Facility in Esrange, Sweden (photo: SSC)

SSC INFINITY for Small Satellites and 
Constellations

Rafael Krawiec, Executive Vice President, Region Asia Pacific, SSC

Swedish Space Corporation a global provider of advance space services and technology, recently unveiled SSC 

Infinity, a new ground operations service that offers customers full flexibility for small satellites and constella-

tions. New ground operations approach offers scalability, automation, web-based services and lower opera-

tional costs. 

The new endeavor aims to lower costs while providing reliability to the SmallSat and CubeSat market. SSC 

has begun installing new small aperture antennas as part of its’ global ground station network expansion. 

SSC Infinity, which leverages the latest technology, consists of a range of highly automated services that use 

smaller, full-motion antennas in the 5-meter or smaller class. These antennas are optimized for communication 

with small satellites and constellations. These small aperture antennas can be augmented, when needed, with 

larger ones that are equipped to meet the needs of the most demanding smallsat or constellation of satellites. 

Recent growth in new, smallsat and constellation-based space applications 

throughout the world has driven the need for a new approach to ground segment 

operations. SSC Infinity is that new approach. Service reduces costs and risks asso-

ciated with launch, insertion, system and constellation checkout.

Dynamic operational concept and its high level of automation allows for rapid 

rescheduling within the whole ground network. This enables a high resistance to 

failures due to single-station outages, and provides high performance on a network 

level if required by the customer application.

Using its ground stations at strategic locations around the globe, SSC then provides 

coverage that allows frequent satellite contacts for telemetry, tracking and com-

mand (TT&C) and data download with low-latency data recovery. To support 

CubeSats, SSC Infinity makes use of normal configurations and standardized 

SATELLITE TRENDS

Small aperture antenna used for SSC Inifinity (photo: SSC)

Rafael Krawiec is Executive Vice President at SSC. With over 25 years’ experience in the market he 

represents SSC in Asia and Pacific and leads the team that develops ground network satellite solutions 

for customers in region. Krawiec holds MSc in Telecommunications and MBA in Leadership and Change 

Management from University of London.

SSC ground station at Western Australia (photo: SSC)
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ABU Digital Broadcasting Symposium 
2016

The 12th DBS event comprising of an international conference, industry exhibition and focused workshops was 

held from 29-Feb to 3-Mar at Hotel Istana in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. The event attracted 1,032 participants 

from 52 countries representing 226 organisations. The DBS events provide an opportunity for the broadcast 

and media industry stakeholders to network, share and experience wide-ranging technologies, advanced solu-

tions and innovative ideas. With the theme “Innovating Digital Connections” the DBS2016 event provided a 

holistic broadcast and ICT experience through its 12 conference sessions, 15 focused workshops and a 52 

booth industry exhibition showcasing advance technologies and solutions from across the industry.

International Conference
The 3-day conference provided a platform for the industry experts and media enthusiasts to share and discuss 

topics on advanced technologies, business challenges, implementation ideas and effective and innovative 

solutions that are shaping the broadcast industry. The 12 conference sessions comprised of wide-ranging top-

ics relevant to the current media space including; Going Beyond HD; Changing Media Business Environment; 

Cloud Technologies in Media; Immersive Media; Challenges in Media Delivery; Media Management; and 

Creative Content. Delegates enjoyed the chance to interact with top-level professionals from the industry who 

are actively involved in harnessing the advanced technologies and innovative solutions the industry has on 

offer.

EVENT REVIEW

Workshops
Fifteen focused workshops presented advanced solutions on content and technology for radio and television 

broadcasters. The workshops provide an opportunity for manufacturers as well as technology solution provid-

ers to present/showcase and demonstrate their own products, including sharing of experiences and results 

from use-case scenarios. Topics related to Content Development Ideas, Technology Introduction, Application 

and Implementation, Media Delivery and Advanced Technologies for Accessible Broadcasting were among 

those discussed and presented by leading industry players. In addition to these a series of workshops present-

ed ‘Next Generation Audio and Video Technologies’ through live demonstrations and advanced techniques for 

an enhanced audio-visual experience attracting full-house sessions all throughout the show. 

Industry Exhibition
Some of industries leading equipment manufacturers, system integrators, transmission network integrators, 

frequency planners, Internet and broadcast service providers, digital system proponents, regulatory agencies 

and other media players showcased their latest technologies and services at the event. The exhibition was 

joined by 46 companies representing 14 countries. This provided a unique opportunity for them to interact, 

understand and network with representatives from over 90 broadcasters and channel operators across the 

region of which over 52% were representatives from top/senior management.

DBS2017: Mark the dates
The next Digital Broadcasting Symposium 2017, will take place from 6-9 March 2017 in Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia. The 13th edition of this successful regional show will bring together experts and professionals from 

all walks of media industry to share their views and experiences and to showcase the latest technologies and 

content ideas. For more information please visit www.abu.org.my/dbsymposium. 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

JUNE

6-7  Global Conference on Space and the Information Society (GLIS 2016)

Geneva, Switzerland www.glis2016.org/default.aspx

28-29  MilSatCom USA  Arlington, Virginia, USA www.milsatcom-usa.com/microcomsystems

JULY

20-22 VIETNAM ICT COMM 2016  Hanoi, Vietnam www.adpex.vn/ICT/En.htm

AUGUST

6-11  Small Satellite: The Commerce of Small Satellites  Logan, Utah, USA 

www.smallsat.org

31-3 Communic Indonesia 2016  Jakarta, Indonesia www.communicindonesia.com

SEPTEMBER

6-13 IBC 2016  Amsterdam, the Netherlands www.ibc.org

12-16 World Satellite Business Week  Paris, France www.satellite-business.com

13-16  VSAT 2016  London, U.K. https://vsatevent.com/

OCTOBER

4-6  APSCC 2016 Satellite Conference and Exhibition  Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

http://apscc2016.modoo.at

6  APSCC Youth Development Workshop  Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

http://apscc2016.modoo.at

26-28  China Satellite 2016  Beijing, China http://www.sat-china.com

APSCC Welcomes a New Regular Member

Swedish Space Corporation

NEW MEMBER

Founded by the Swedish Government 

in 1972, SSC is one of the most expe-

rienced and established companies 

in these fields. Over the years, the 

company has grown into a global 

business serving commercial, govern-

mental and institutional customers 

on all continents. SSC now has over 

600 employees in ten countries.

Satellite Services
SSC provides a complete portfolio of ground segment services for a wide variety of missions and customers. 

With our long experience and technical capabilities, we can meet requirements for large exquisite satellite 

programs as well as constellations of small satellites. As owners and operators of the world’s largest network 

of multi-mission ground stations, we offer unequalled Earth coverage in any orbit and provide on-orbit services 

regardless of application or geographic location.

SSC Universal Space Network 
SSC USN (formerly known as Prioranet) is a global network of strategically located ground stations. It is com-

posed of SSC owed stations augmented by collaborative partnership stations. Though SSC USN we provide 

access to our customers space vehicles ain any orbit and for a wide variety of applications. SSC USN is moni-

tored around the clock by our network operations centers.

Recently to expand support to our customers in Asia and Pacific SSC opened new regional head office for the 

in Hong Kong. Other locations in region include Beijing (China), Bangkok (Thailand) and Perth in Western 

Australia.

SSC network stations map

Contact

Rafael Krawiec
Executive Vice President
Region Asia and Pacific

SSC Hong Kong
Units 1902-5, 
19/F, Sunlight Tower
248 Queen’s Road East
Wanchai, Hong Kong

Mobile: +852 5148 7356

E-email: Rafael.krawiec@
sscspace.com

www.sscspace.com
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APSCC is a non-profit, international regional association representing all 

sectors of satellite and space related industries. APSCC membership is 

open to any government body, public and private organization, 

association, or corporation that is involved in satellite services, broadcasting, manufacturing, launch services, risk 

management or associate fields such as datacasting, informatics, multi-media, telecommunications, and other outer 

space-related activities with interests in the Asia-Pacific region. 

APSCC aims to exchange views and ideas on technologies, systems, policies and outer space activities in general 

along with satellite communications including broadcasting for the betterment of the Asia-Pacific region. 

Conferences, forums, workshops, summits, symposiums, and exhibitions are organized through regional coordination 

in order to discuss issues that affect the industries and to promote and accelerate the efficient introduction of outer 

space activities, new services and businesses via satellites.

In order to disseminate industry related information, APSCC publishes a quarterly satellite magazine as well as a 

monthly e-newsletter, which are distributed worldwide to members and others. The quarterly magazine and other 

publications are available on the Web at www.apscc.or.kr.

Editorials and Inquiries
Inho Seo, Editor

Asia-Pacific Satellite Communications Council 

T-1602, 170 Seohyeon-ro Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do SEOUL 13590 Rep. of KOREA

Tel: +82-31-783-6247 / Fax: +82-31-783-6249 / E-mail: editor@apscc.or.kr / Website: www.apscc.or.kr

APSCC Newsletter is a publication of the Asia -Pacific Satellite Communications Council. It is published quarterly in 

March, June, September and December. The contents of this publication may not be reproduced, either in whole or in 

part without, prior written permission from the editor. The views and opinions expressed are those of the authors and are 

not necessarily supported by APSCC.

Design and Printing by Design CRETA

Tel: +82-2-454-2022 / Fax: +82-2-458-1331 / Website: www.designcreta.com

APSCC Newsletter - A Great Way to Advertise
With a vast international circulation that includes the most prominent members of the satellite, space and communi-

cations communities, APSCC Newsletter is seen by an elite readership of industry professionals around the Asia-

Pacific and globally. 

Your message will reach the right people. Advertising in APSCC Newsletter is a cost-effective way to reach your 

potential clients and business partners. APSCC Newsletter can bring your company to the attention of key personnel 

in the satellite and space technologies, telecommunications and broadcasting industries. We offer you exclusive con-

tact with people in the government, academic and industry sectors. 
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